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What happened?

• In August 2008 Maple Leaf initiated the largest recall in the Company’s 
history

– Three SKU’s of deli products manufactured at Toronto facility 
contaminated with Listeria monocytogenes 

• 23 deaths; 57 cases confirmed 

– Distributed primarily to health care facilities, where people are at 
higher risk of contracting listeriosis

– Plant closed; MLF recalled ALL products back to January 2008

– A massive recall of 191 product lines; <5 were affected 
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Intense media spotlight
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Intense media spotlight

Media First 10 days First month

Print 408 1,011

Broadcast 1,959 3,198

Online 233 443

Surveys showed virtually 100% awareness 

among Canadians of listeriosis crisis
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Introduced a new risk 

• While there had been many listeria- based recalls in the US and Europe, this 
was a new risk introduced to Canadians

• Came at a time when consumers are increasingly concerned about the safety 
of their food supply

– Melamine, Bisphenol A, acrylamides, E. coli outbreaks

• Little proactive communications or consumer outreach by government or 
industry associations 

• Maple Leaf took a leading role in educating the public
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Values defined our response

• Organizational values are clear and deeply entrenched across the 
organization.

– Continuously communicated, part of employee orientation and 
development, integrated into performance reviews

• They provided a well defined “code of behaviour” which made it easier 
to make quick decisions that everyone supported.  

– Do what’s right:  Putting consumers above financial and legal 
liability was paramount 

– Transparency:  Drove us to take the lead on communicating what 
we knew, when we knew it

– Admitting mistakes: Required us to immediately and publicly 
accept responsibility
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Three priorities guided our response  

Take responsibility and put consumer interests first

Lead with fact-based communications

Commit to improve
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Take responsibility; consumers first  

• Recognition from the outset that this tragedy was our doing and 
that we had to take responsibility 

– The highest level of accountability was the CEO

• Placing consumers and public interests first

– Decision to close the plant and recall all products was 
unprecedented and made by all executives involved

– Magnified financial impact but eliminated future risk to 
consumers 
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Contain risk; act quickly

• Immediately appointed a Recall Team and Project Manager with accountability for  
complex and multi-functional Recall Team activities

– CEO, CFO, Executive business leaders, Communications, Regulatory, Government 
Relations, Sales, Microbiologists

– Twice daily calls with all activities mapped and tracked daily
– Everyone hears the same information at the same time; action items quickly 

addressed
– Continuous reporting of test results at all packaged meat plants 
– Daily calls continue as best practice to maintain highest standard of food safety 

diligence

• Apply the same “crisis team” approach and discipline to other issues, like SARS and 
H1N1
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Transparent & fact-based communications

• Communication Team

– Led by CEO and small group of staff and advisors  

– Did not over-think strategy, messages, or tactics 

– Led with information the public wanted and filled the void

– Real-time ongoing communication of facts and our response to manage 
the crisis

• Fact-based ongoing communications

– Recall team provided daily updates

– Leveraged internal and external resources to navigate through the 
science and provide independent, credible third part perspective
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Fast and broad external outreach   

– TV Ads – also used social media (YouTube)
– Recalled product photos on website 
– Photos and footage of plant available on website 
– Five press conferences/news releases
– Media tours of plant (before and after outbreak)
– Full page ads in national newspapers
– Major expansion of consumer hotline response team 
– Food safety microsite developed on mapleleaf.com
– Technical briefings for customer QA personnel and media  
– Listeria Fact Sheet and Food Safety Tips sent to dieticians across Canada; 

podcast on website  
– Media tour with regional nutritionists/medical experts 
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Employee outreach

• Employee impact was significant 

– Shock, grief and remorse

• Fully accept gravity of situation; deliver continuous information to our people and 
encourage dialogue    

– 2-3 weekly email updates from CEO  

– Weekly all-employee conference calls at height of crisis  

– Ambassador program (Fact Sheets, Q&As and coupons for friends and family)

– Conference calls for sales force – included presentation from expert on Listeria and 
food safety

– Employee survey in late March reflects engagement increased to 96% percentile of 
leading global companies 
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Commit to improve 

• Settled class action lawsuits quickly and fairly

– $25MM settlement reached by early 2009 

• Implemented a food safety program that is best practice in North America  

– Rigorous testing and environmental monitoring program

– Appointed Dr. Randy Huffman as Chief Food Safety Officer

– Established Food Safety Advisory Council comprised of global experts

• Supporting public education on food-borne pathogens & food safety

• Advocating for consistent higher standards across the industry
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Lessons Learned

• Power of having well entrenched values and code of behaviour

– Right decisions made quickly and unanimously 

– Employees are watching! Values consistency drove engagement 

• Acting in an ethical manner was instrumental to recovery

– Importance of accepting responsibility

– Lead with the facts and be transparent 

• Have a well prepared crisis management plan in place, and practice 
it regularly   
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Lessons Learned (cont’d)

• Deliver on what you promise  

– Settled class action suits quickly and fairly

– Established role of Chief Food Safety Officer reporting to CEO to 
implement global best practices; Food Safety Advisory Council 

– Held first annual Food Safety Symposium with government, 
industry, customers, scientists 

– Investing in food safety education

– Advocating for higher standards and sharing knowledge openly 
with industry    
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Lessons Learned (cont’d)

• Immediacy of communications

– Press conferences in ASAP mode 

– Don’t over think things – get out with information when you have it

• Leverage external experts

– Identify (media trained) expert spokespeople in advance of a crisis

– Build strong relationships with consultants who understand your business and can 
provide support in times of crisis

• Maintain communications momentum post-crisis

– Once crisis is over, more caution and process takes over communication 

– Continue communications post-crisis to speed recovery   
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• Public face of CEO is critical to accept accountability and 
maintain public trust 

• Actions and communications must be based on strong values –
transparent, fact-based and proactive

• Be prepared for a crisis, with clear process and responsibilities

• Commit to improve and follow through – from crisis to 
leadership in global food safety 

Summary
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Three final thoughts on transparency

• Radical transparency is meaningless (and dangerous) without 
radical accountability.

• Never assume indifference or ignorance on the part of your 
stakeholders (especially those sitting at a keyboard).

• Have a transparency game plan, for good times and bad, but 
only if you are prepared to “do the right thing”.

“The important thing is not what they think of me, but what I 
think of them.”

- Victoria, Queen of England


